
REQUEST TO ADOPT A SPECIFIC PUPPY AND DEPOSIT AGREEMENT

Name:  _________________________________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________________________________

Phone # ___________________________   Email(s)_____________________________________

Did you watch the Dalmatian Introduction Video in Step 1 of our Application process? Y N

Did you read the sample Puppy Agreement on our Website? Y N

Have you already Interviewed with Olympic Dalmatians by phone? Y N

When? ______________________________________

Do you have any other questions before committing to adopting a pup from us? Y N

If yes, please describe _____________________________________________

Which specific puppy did we all agree was the right pup for your family?_________________________

Based on the Adoption Fee for your puppy (and not including transport fees), you agree to a 50%
Deposit for your specific puppy.   Thus the deposit for this puppy is  $ _______________.

I understand that by submitting this Request to Adopt a Puppy and placing my 50% Deposit
(towards the adoption price of my puppy) I am asking Olympic Dalmatians to continue to care for
this puppy as well as effectively hold this specific puppy in reserve for me until pickup, and to turn
away other potential families that may have chosen to adopt this puppy.

I recognize that in turning away other families that may want to adopt the same puppy, that Olympic
Dalmatian’s is making decisions for the future health and welfare of this puppy based on my request
to adopt this puppy.  I also understand that many of the decisions made based on my request will
financially impact others, including Olympic Dalmatians, if I change my mind (such as I found
another puppy, etc) after making this request to adopt this puppy.

______  I understand that for these reasons, and others, that my deposit is NON-REFUNDABLE.
Initial

Our goal is to place healthy and happy pups with healthy and happy families.  We recognize that
sometimes “life happens” in unexpected ways.  Olympic Dalmatians reserves the right to accommodate
those families that they feel are facing significant and unexpected challenges by waiving or modifying
any of the above policies and practices at our own discretion.

Signature of Puppy Family: _________________________________________ Date: __________

Signature of Breeder: ______________________________________________ Date: __________


